• Familiarise (reassure?) the public with its (radioactive) environment; • Provide reference material, contribute to methodology and scientific aspects.
Indirect objectives and results:
• Support and stimulate communication within scientific community on a complex issue (such as radon mapping, definition and estimation of risks) through meetings, workshops and publications;
• Generate harmonized data for the scientific community to be used for e.g. What has happened so far ?
(1) Radon mapping symposium and workshop, Oslo, IGC33, Aug. 2008:
Participants agreed using
• classification scheme to define the radon potential in the 10 x 10 km² grid • with a multivariate categorical classification scheme (similar to CZ, DE, US)
• number of categories will be defined through a decision matrix • "transfer approach" (proposal H.Friedmann) • "stochastic approach" -multivariate estimation (proposal Bossew) • How do different radionuclides contribute to the external terrestrial radiation?
• Multivariate estimation: Estimate dose rate out of different data sets (geological data, soil data, air-borne γ)
Geochemical maps -non series and decay chains
• 28 primordial nuclides -maps reasonable and feasible? K-40?
• Th, U, Ra isotopes (Bq/kg or ppm), • Flux of the nuclides from soil/rock to the environment
• Availability of data of U, Th, Ra and progenies in soil, rocks in a European scale?
